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QUESTION 1

A company implements Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management and configures the system to support process
manufacturing. 

The company manufactures pain-relieving lotions. Several of the primary ingredients are delivered at different
concentrations depending on the ingredient and vendor. Ingredient A is the primary active ingredient In the lotion.
Ingredients is 

used as a compensating ingredient. 

You need to ensure that the system is set up to support the manufacturing process. 

Solution: Set up the batch attributes for a minimum value, a maximum value, and a target level for the filler ingredients. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You work for a gem wholesaler that sells raw diamonds. Diamonds are purchased and sold in individual boxes but
weighed and inventoried in carats. 

You are setting up a catch weight item for diamonds. Each box of diamonds must be tracked by its individual container
weight. 

You need to set up this item as a full visibility catch weight item. Which two steps must you perform? Each correct
answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Assign it a Serial number group with per qty. defined as 1. 

B. Assign the item a Tracking dimension group with active serial number control. 

C. Create an inter-class unit of measure conversion between boxes and carats. 

D. Assign a Tracking dimension group with batch number as the only active tracking dimension. 

Correct Answer: BC 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamicsax-2012/appuser-itpro/create-a-catch-weight-item-with-full-
visibility 

 

QUESTION 3
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HOTSPOT 

A specialty nutritional supplement manufacturer that produces vitamins uses Dynamics 365 Supply Cham Management.
The vitamins are configured as a single product but have multiple sellable variations by volume. 

Multiple vendors send bulk raw ingredients to the manufacturer on a quarterly basis. 

The vendors own the raw ingredients until the manufacturer receives an order from a distributer for a product. The
manufacturer then must own the raw ingredients to be able to process the vendor invoice and provide payments for the 

required amounts of the raw ingredients. 

Any remaining raw ingredients that are unsold and at the end of their shelf life must be removed from storage and
shipped back to the vendors. 

You need to configure the raw ingredients to meet the requirements. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer:  
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QUESTION 4

Note: This question is part of series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains a
unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution, while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

A manufacturing plant uses batch tracking of raw materials, semi-finished goods, and finished goods. 

It is difficult to determine when semi-finished and finished goods were produced and expired. 

You need to incorporate automatic batch expiration dates for tracked items that are produced. 

Solution: 

1.

 Assign shelf life period in days to the items that require expiration dates. 

2.

 Create a new reservation hierarchy that places batch at one. 

3.

 Assign the new reservation hierarchy to the items that require expiration dates. Does the solution meet the goal? 
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A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

A company implements Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management and configures the system to support process
manufacturing. 

The company manufactures pain-relieving lotions. Several of the primary ingredients are delivered at different
concentrations depending on the ingredient and vendor. IngredientA is the primary active ingredient in the lotion.
IngredientB is 

used as a compensating ingredient. 

You need to ensure that the system is set up to support the manufacturing process. 

Solution: Create a formula version for each concentration level. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/production-control/batch-balancing 

 

QUESTION 6

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

A manufacturing company has a new speaker that is available with standard and premium carbon fiber options. 

For the premium option, speakers are made to order. Customers can choose from seven product attributes at different
prices. 

You need to create and configure the product and pricing for the new speaker. 

Solution: Create a constraint-based product master with variants. Use the trade agreements to specify the different
pricing. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 
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B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/pim/dimension-based-product-configuration 

 

QUESTION 7

A company produces and distributes seafood to supermarkets. During the manufacturing process, raw seafood is
purchased, cleaned, and packaged into various-sized boxes. Each box may have a different weight. 

Product is sold by the box and priced by the pound. 

You need to ensure that you can perform transactions at the box level and record the net weight of goods shipped to a
customer. 

Solution: Set up a unit sequence group on the item for both pounds and boxes, then set a standard unit conversion for
the product from box to pounds. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

SIMULATION 

You are a functional consultant for Contoso Entertainment System USA (USMF). 

You need to configure the system to ensure that a production release to a warehouse only occurs when the complete
list of required components for a product is physically available. 

To complete this task, sign in to Dynamics 365 portal. 

Correct Answer: 

 

1. 

Navigate to Production control > Setup > Production parameters. 

2. 

Configure the Reservation field to Require full reservation. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamicsax-2012/appuser-itpro/set-up-production-processes-ina-
warehouse 
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QUESTION 9

A company uses Discreet manufacturing concepts to produce cables. The company\\'s production scheduler uses
internal documents to track issues on in-process production orders. 

The production scheduler must group all in-process production orders according to issues. The scheduler must be able
to easily determine issues with production orders. 

You need to implement a method to easily identify production orders with issues. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 10

HOTSPOT 

You are a production supervisor for a process manufacturing company. Item F0001 is the primary source of
consumption for item C0001. 

Item C0001 has a non-linear consumption pattern. Consumption changes based on varying batch sizes: 

You need to update the formula for F0001 to reflect the step consumption of C0001. 

How should you configure the formula? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/configure-use-process-manufacturing-dyn365-supply-chain-
mgmt/10-use-step-consumption 

 

QUESTION 11

A product is produced through lean manufacturing. The cleaning and inspection is performed by a contractor as an
activity of a production flow. 

You need to assign the appropriate cost group type for the subcontracted work. 

Which cost group type should you use? 

A. Direct material 

B. Indirect 

C. Undefined 

D. Direct manufacturing 

E. Direct outsourcing 
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Correct Answer: E 

Explanation: 

In Microsoft Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management, there are two approaches for subcontracting: production orders
and lean manufacturing. In the lean manufacturing approach, the subcontracting work is modeled as a service that is 

related to an activity of a production flow. A special type of cost group type that is named Direct outsourcing has been
introduced, and the subcontracting services are no longer part of a bill of materials (BOM). The cost accounting of 

subcontracted work is fully integrated into the costing solution for lean manufacturing. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/production-control/activity-based-
subcontracting 

 

QUESTION 12

A manufacturing company uses time and attendance in Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management. 

The company requires that employees register time against each machine on the shop floor. 

You need to configure the system so that employees can register time. 

Which two configurations must be set up? Each answer represents a partial solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. electronic timecard parameter 

B. registration workflow 

C. machines as a resource 

D. time registration workers 

Correct Answer: CD 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/production-control/time-attendance-
registrations 

 

QUESTION 13

DRAG DROP 

You are a manufacturer using Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management. 

A new series of orders is authorized for production. 

You need to identify which documents to use for the released production order. 

Which document should you use for each requirement? To answer, drag the appropriate documents to the correct
requirements. Each document may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar
between 
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panes or scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer:  

 

QUESTION 14

You manage pricing for a food processing company. The raw meat used by the business is a commodity-traded product
and has a changing purchase price. 
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You must implement the commodity pricing module. You create a pricing template with margin data. 

You need to calculate the cost price for the manufactured goods as well as the sales price based on margin standards. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 15

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some questions sets might have more than one correct solutions, 

while others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

A company implements Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management for their Lean manufacturing environment. 

There has been an engineering change to a fixed quantity product that is in production. This change will add an
additional processing step as the second step. The existing version must be phased out and replaced by the new
version. 

You need to ensure that the engineering change takes affect at the end of the month. 

Solution: 

1.) Add a new version to the existing production flow. Set the expiration date to the end of the month. 

2.) Create an activity for the new process step and add it in the proper sequence 3.) Create a Kanban rule that
incorporates the new activity. Set the expiration date to the end of the month. 4.) Edit the existing Kanban rule. Set the
expiration date to the end of the month. Specify the new Kanban rules as the replacement rule 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 
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